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Equivariant Controllable Cutting-Pasting
and Cobordlsm with Vector Fields
By

Katsuhiro KOMIYA*

Introduction
Throughout this paper G always denotes a finite group of odd
order, and manifolds and maps considered are all of class C00. ^»[G]
denotes the set of ra-dimensional closed G-manifolds.
In the set
«^»[G] we will consider the two notions, Reinhart G-cobordism and
6XK-equivalence.
For M and JVe^n[G], if there is an (w + 1) -dimensional compact
G-manifold L with dL = M-\-N, the disjoint union of M and N, then
they are called G-cobordant and L is called a G-cobordism between them,
This cobordism relation defines the cobordism group Nn[G} of ndimensional closed G-manifolds. If a G-cobordism L between M and
N admits a nonzero G-vector field which is inward normal on M and
outward normal on N9 then, following Reinhart [8], M and N are
called Reinhart G-cobordant, and L a Reinhart G-cobordism between them.
The set of cobordism classes by this cobordism relation in ^ra[G]
forms a semigroup with disjoint union + as its group operation.
Denote by N^[G-] the Grothendieck group of the semigroup,, From
the author [4] we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for M
and N^Jtn{G] to represent the same class in N?[_G] in terms of
JVn[G] and the Euler characteristics of the fixed point sets of M and
Ne
Let P, P', Q, and Q' be ^-dimensional compact G-manifolds with
3P = dP' and 3Qj=dQ. Let <p and 0: dP-*dQ be G-diffeomorphisms.
Then by pasting two G-manifolds along boundary we obtain closed
G-manifolds P U 9Qj> P' U ^Q/, etc. Give ^re[G] the equivalence relation
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~ generated by relations of the form
This relation is called SKK-equivalence (Schneiden und JHeben Rontrollierbar) . The quotient set ^re[G]/~ becomes a semigroup with
the operation + . Denote by SKKn\G} the Grothendieck group of the
semigroup.
In this paper we will establish short exact sequences which contain
the groups Nn\G}, N*\G} and SKKn[G]. From the exact sequences
we will show, under a restriction for the one dimensional components
of the fixed point sets, M and N represent the same class in 7V*[G]
if and only if so do they in SKKn[G~],
Heithecker [2, 3] also discusses SKK-equi vale nee and Reinhart
G-cobordism of oriented G-manifolds, G an abelian group of odd order.
A modified version of £OT-equivalence is discussed in Prevot [5, 6, 7].
§ 1. Surgery
Given a G-manifold M and a subgroup H of G, MH denotes the
//-fixed point set of M and M=H denotes the union of those components of MH on which H occurs actually as an isotropy subgroup. If
V is a representation of H containing no direct summand of trivial
representation, M(H>V) denotes the union of those components of M=H
at which the normal representation is isomorphic to V. Suppose
i^<}>. Denote by G(HiV} the subgroup of G whose action keeps
invariant. We see that //cG (HiF) CJV(//), the normalizer of
H in G, and that G(HiF) is determined by (//, V) and independent
of M.
Let dim M(jff'F)>0 and dim M(H'V) + 1 =p + q where p and q are
positive integers. Then there is a smooth G-embedding 9: GXH
D(V@RP} xS(Rq)-*M onto a G-invariant regular submanifold of M,
where D( )? S( ) and Rk denote the closed unit disc, the unit sphere
and the ^-dimensional trivial representation, respectively. Let L be
a G-manifold obtained from the disjoint union of M x [ 0 5 l ] and
GXHD(V@RP) XD(Rq) by identifying Im ^X {1} with GxHD(V@R*)
xS(Rq). Then, if M is closed, dL = M+N where
N=(M-<p(GxHD(V@Rp)
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Z)( ) denotes the open unit disc0 N is called a G-manifold obtained
from M by G-surgery of type (H9 F, p, <?), and L the trace of the Gsurgery. We see the following,,
(1) If dim M cx - I7) <dim M(H'V\ then the G-surgery does not
affect M^\ i.e., M«^=N^U\
(2) If dim M(H'V} is even, then
where %( ) denotes the Euler characteristic, because N(H'V} is obtained
from M(H-V^ by deleting l(G(Ht^/H} copies of D(Rp)xS(Rq)
and
attatching as many copies of S(RP) xD(Rq)a
(3) If M (jff>F) is connected and />>!, then jV (jff>F) is also connected.
If dim Af (H>y) is even and greater than 2, we may take p to be odd
and greater than 1. Thus, by doing G-surgeries of an appropriate type
we may then obtain N such that N(H-V} is connected and xCAf ( f f i T O )>0The following lemma is obtained from the existence of excellent
G-Morse functions (see Field [1]) and a usual connection between
surgery and Morse function.
Lemma 1. 1. Let M and N^Jtn\_G} be G-cobordant^ and L a Gcobordism between them. Then N is obtained from M by performing a finite
series of G-surgeries of type (Hiy Vi9pt, #,•), i = 1, 2, . . . , s, with trace La
§ 2S Cobordism with Vector Fields
Lemma 2.1 ([3; Satz L I ] , [4; Proposition L 2], [9; Theorem
4.4]). Let L be a G-cobordism between closed G-manifolds M and N0
Then L admits a nonzero G-veclor field which is inward normal on M and
outward normal on 7V, if and only if for any subgroup H of G, every
component A of MH satisfies i(A) =%(A D M) =%(A f|AO°
For a space X and a nonnegative integer A:, kX denotes the
disjoint union of k copies of X. For a G-manifold M, MHtk denotes
the ^-dimensional components of MHa If Me^B[G], [M] denotes
the class represented by M in the group NB[G], N*i&1 or SKKn\_G~\.
Lemma 2 e 2 8 Suppose that [Af] = D/V] in Nn\_G\, and that MH-l = (f>
and NHtl = (j) for any subgroup H of G, Then there exists a compact G-
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manifold L such that

(i)

dL =
M0 =

where a(HiV} and fi(H,v) are nonnegative integers, and the sums Soy.v) are
taken over pairs (//, F) of subgroups H of G and representations V of H
which contain no direct summand of trivial representation, and
(ii) for any subgroup H of G every component A of LH satisfies

From Lemma 2. 1 it follows that the G-manifold L in Lemma 2. 2
admits a nonzero G-vector field which is inward normal on MQ and
outward normal on NQ. Thus we see
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that [Afj^CAG in NH[G]9 and that
= (j) and NHil = <p for any subgroup H of G. Then in N*[G]9
[M] = [TV] + S

en.?) we integers.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. (1) From the hypothesis there exists a
compact G-manifold LQ such that (i) dLQ = M+N, and (ii) Lf-2 is
closed for any subgroup H. We eliminate all the isolated //-fixed
points from LQ as follows. Take in LQ invariant small open discs
\JVD(V) with the isolated //-fixed points as their centers. Gut the
discs off from L0, and sew the resulting manifold along the newly
arising boundary \JVS(V) by antipodal involution. Since G is of odd
order, no new fixed points arise by this process, and we obtain a
compact G-manifold L± such that (i) dLi = M+N, and (ii) for any
subgroup H of G, Lf-° is empty and if-2 is closed.
(2) Cut an invariant small open tubular neighborhood of Zf- 2
off from LI. Then the newly arising boundary is a sphere bundle.
Sew the resulting manifold along the new boundary by antipodal
involution (on the sphere bundle) . Since G is of odd order, no new
fixed points arise by this process also. Thus we obtain a compact
G-manifold L2 such that (i) dL2 = M+N, and (ii) Lf i0 and Ljl2 are
empty for any subgroup H of G.
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If for a component A of L?'\

dA ftM or dA nN
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points, then take a small open disc D(V@R) with a point elnt A as
its center. We cut such discs off from L2?and then obtain a compact
G-manifold L3 such that
(i)

3L3=

(ii)
for any subgroup H of G, any component of Lj>l is either
a closed curve ( — S1) or a curve in L3 which joins a point of M3
and a point of #3, and
(iii)
Lf*0 and Lf'2 are empty for any subgroup H of G« Thus
L3 is a G-cobordism between M3 and 7V3 such that %C4) = xC4n Af3)
= X(^nAf 3 ) for any component ^4 of Z,f-r, r = 0, 1, 2.
(4) For a positive integer k consider the following assertion:
P(k).

(i)

There exists a compact G-manifold Lk such that

dLk = Mk + Nk,
Mk = M+i:

(H.v^(HiV}G

XH

Nk = N+ S (H,7)^cH.7)G X H
r^ a(HiV} and ^H,V) we nonnegative integers, and
(ii)

for any subgroup H of G and any component A of Z,f-r

If &^3, the assertion P(K) is already proved by the above
arguments. We prove below that P(k) implies P(£ + l) for k^3B
Since Lemma 2. 2 is equivalent to P(w + 2), the lemma is inductively
obtained.
For a pair (//, F) suppose that dim L(kH>v}=k, It is no loss of
generality to suppose that L(kH>v) is connected, since if it is not, we
may make it connected by G-surgery of type (//, F, k, 1). Moreover,
as noted in §1 this G-surgery does not affect Lf > r for any subgroup
K^G and any r<^k. Since M^iF) and N(f-v} are cobordant with a
cobordism LP'7), then xW§7)) -%(A^'F)) is even. The assertion
(ii) of P(k) implies x((M» c f f ' 7 ) ) j r )= X ((^i f f ^) j r ) for any subgroup K
with H^K^G(HtV}«
From this we see that %(M ( f- F) ) -%(^f >F) ) is
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a multiple of %(G{HtV)/H), since H is the principal isotropy subgroup
of the Gctf^-manifolds M(kH>V) and N(kH>v\ Thus we may put

for some integer m.
(5) Suppose that & = dim L^>F) is odd. It then follows that

Take \m\ points #l5 x2, . .., #|OT| of Int Z4H>TO whose isotropy subgroups
are all H and for which gx^Xj if g^G(HtV^ and x=£/. Consider a
small disc D{(V@Rk) with #£ as its center, and let
L'k = Lk - U £1G X
We then see that

If m^0 9 then let

M'k = Mt,

and

If m<0, then let
,

and

LV*-" is then connected and satisfies %(L^-F)) =%(Afi cff - 7) ) =
Thus, performing the same as above for all (//, F) with dim
we obtain a compact G-manifold Lfe+1 as in P(A + 1).
(6) Suppose that ^-dim Zf- F) is even. Since i(M(kH-v^ -0 and
%(^ HiF) ) =0, we must then make the Euler characteristic of L£HiV) zero
(keeping the connectedness of L|HiF)). The assertion (ii) of P(k)
implies %((L(kH'v^K) =0 for any subgroup K with H^K^G(HtV}.
From
H>F)
this we see that x(Z4 ) is a multiple of i(G(HtV^/H).
Thus let
( H>v:)
%(L k ) =m%(G ( H,7)/-fir) 9 TW an integer. We may suppose that m is
nonnegative, since if it is not, we may make x(LiH'F)) nonnegative
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by the argument (3) In §1. Take m points # l9 # 2 , o e 0 9 x
whose isotropy subgroups are all H and for which gx^Xj if
and £^7. Consider a small disc Z)£(F0/2*) with xt as its center, and
let
L'k = Lk - U JLiG XHA
We then see that

Letting Afi = Af» and N'k = Nk + mGXHS(V®Rk), we see that L^F) is
connected and x(i*^§70 =%(^i cffiV) ) =%W cfliTr) ) =0. Thus, performing
the same as above for all (H, F) with dim L^'^ =k, we obtain
a compact G-manifold L^+1 as In
Let /J[G] be the subgroup of #J[G] generated by G-manifolds
of the form Gx#S(F) where H is any subgroup of G? and V is any
representation of H with dim 7=n + l. Let iVra[G] and iVf[G] be
the subgroups of Nn\_G~\ and JV^[G], respectively, generated by Gmanifolds M with MH>1 = (f> for any subgroup H of G, Let /^[G]
=
^n[G]n^[G],
If a representation F of an odd order group
contains no direct summand of trivial representation, V has a complex
structure, and hence its (real) dimension is even. This implies that
the dimensions of M and its fixed point sets are congruent modulo 2.
Thus if dim M is even, MH°l is always empty . If G is abelian, the
normal bundle of MHtl in M are Reinhart G-cobordant to zero as
G-vector bundle (see the author [4; Lemma 5, 1]). Thus if n is even
or if G is abelian, then we see that Nn\_G]=Nn[G'], JV?[G] =#£
and
Theorem 20 48

There is a short exact sequence

0- >

where i is the canonical inclusion, and j is the obvious homomorphism^ i. e.,
the homomorphism sending a Reinhart G-cobordism class \_M~\ to a G-cobordism class [M].
Proof, It is easy that i is monic, j is epic and j<>i = Q. Ker j'clm
i follows from Proposition 2e 3.
Q
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Proposition 2.5. If n is odd, then /n[G]=0.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that [_GxHS(U)] =0 in /£[G] if U
is a representation of H with dim U=n + l even. Note that dim UK
is even for any subgroup K of //. Let RP(U®R) be the quotient
space S(U@R) by the antipodal involution. It inherits a stucture of
an ^-dimensional //-manifold. In RP(U@R) take a small disc D(LT)
with the point RP(K) as its center, and let

L=

GxHRP(U@K)-GxHD(LT).

We then see that dL = GxHS(U) and that for any subgroup K of G
any component A of L* is diffeomorphic to RP(U'®R) — />(£/')
(where V is an even dimensional subspace of U) and A satisfies
l(A) =%(dA) = 0. By Lemma 2. 1 L admits a nonzero G-vector
field which is inward normal on dL. Thus [_GxHS(LT)']=0.
D
Note that any element of the Grothendieck group of a semigroup
S is of the form s~ s' where s9 s'^S.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that [M]-[JV] is an element of
Then [M]-[7V]-0 in /f[G] if and only if x(M(*-F)) = %&<*•") for
any pair (//, F).
Proo/. [Af]-[JV]=0 implies Z (^ (H>F) ) -%(^ (ff ' F) ) by Lemma 2.1.
If n is odd, [M] — [ JV] =0 is clear by the preceding proposition.
Suppose that n is even and that %(Af ( ^ F) ) =%(N(H'V^ for any (H, V).
Note that in this case the dimensions of fixed point sets are all even.
It is sufficient to prove that [Af] — [W]=0 when
M= Zaf.Toer(G)*(*.F)G X ^S(F©/2*-dimF+1) , and
N=£

e

r

G

Here ofCIfiF) and /3(#tF) are nonnegative integers, and T(G) is a finite
set of pairs (//, F) such that if (//, F) ^ (A, If) in T(G), then
GxH5(F©^-dimF+1) and GxKS(U@Rn~dimU+1) are not G-diffeomorphic.
Order the pairs in
7XG) = {(//l5 FO, (//2, F2), ..., (//a, FJ}
in such a way that if //,- is conjugate to a subgroup of //,-, then j^L
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It follows that
'*1)

ifi=j

if i</.
Thus we see that %(M(Hi>Vi^ =^lj=l£ja(H.iV^ and %(N*Hi'Vi)) =*£,}-&$& JlVj),
where ey is an integer, especially ei = 2x(G(ff .,7.)/^i) ^0- Since %(Af £l *)
= X( J /V (ff » ilv ), then a (jff . i ir.)=i8 (H . iT r. ) if (x(HjiVj}=^(HjiVj} for any j<i. Thus,
by induction we see that a(HtV}=fi(HtV)
in /*[G].

for any (//, F) eT(G) 3 or that
D

Corollary 2.7 (cf. [4]). Suppose that M and N are G-cobordant
closed G-manifolds with MHil = <j) and NHtl — <j) for any subgroup H of G0
Then there exists a Reinhart G-cobordism between M and N^ if and only
if i(M(H'v^=%(N(H-v^ for any pair (H, V),
Proof, The "only if" part follows from Lemma 2.1. If
= I(N(H-V^ for any (//, F), then [M]-[JV]=0 in J*[G] by Theorem
2B 4 and Proposition 2. 6. This implies that there exists a Reinhart
G-cobordism between M and N.
Q
§3.

Controllable Cutting and Pasting

As in §1 and §2 of Heithecker [2] we obtain the
Proposition 3. 1, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3:
Proposition 3.1.
(i)
(ii)

following

// [M] = [AT] in SKKnlG^ then

[M]-[7V] in Nn[G~\, and
%(M(H'v^=x(N(H'v^ for any pair (H, V).

Lemma 3.2. If N is obtained from M by G-surgery of type (H, V,
p, q), then in SKKn[_G\,
[M] + [G X^(F©^ + *)] = [TV] + [G
where p + q = n — dim V+\.
Lemma 3. 3. In SKKnlG~\,
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t+
e2[GXaS( V®R
") J] if q is odd,
W
= \L
./ .
10
ij q is even,

where p-\-q — n — dim F+l.
The following proposition follows from the preceding two lemmas.
Proposition 3.4. // N is obtained by performing a finite series of
G-sugeries on M of type (Hiy F,-,/^,^), i = l, 2, . . . , j, then in SKKn[G],

Let /B[G] be the subgroup of SKKn[G] generated by G-manifolds
of the form GXHS(V).
From Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 1.1, if
M and JVe^n[G] are G-cobordant3 then we see that [M] - [JV] e
Thus we obtain
Theorem 30 50

There is a short exact sequence

0 - >/»[G]~^^^[G]-^^n[G] - >0
where i and j are the obvious homomorphisms.
Proposition 36 60 //
SKKn[G].

[A/] = [#]

in NRn\_G~\, then

[M] = [7V] in

Proof. From the hypothesis there is a Reinhart G-cobordism L
between M and N, and by Lemma 2. 1 L satisfies x(^ (F ' F) ) =i(M(H-v}}
= l(N(H-v^ for any pair (H, V}, By Lemma LI, N is obtained
from M by performing a finite series of G-surgeries of type (Hh Vh
Ph 9i)y i = l, 2, . . . , j, with trace L. Here we may take the subgroups
//l3 //25 • • • 5 ^s so that Hi~Hj if //t- and Hj are conjugate D Moreover,
we may take the representations Fl5 F2, . . . , Fs so that V{ = Vs if
H=H{ = Hh and if Gx H F f and Gx#F; are isomorphic as G-vector
bundles over G/H. By Proposition 3. 4 in

Divide the set /= (1, 2, . .., ^} into the disjoint union of subsets,
/ = / 1 U / 2 U . . . U/ fl , such that for any b (l^b^o), i.j^h if and only
if Hi = Hj and Fi=FJ-.
Let //=// x be a maximal subgroup in
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[Hl9 H 2 , 0 8 B 9 Hs}. Also let V=Vl and 1 <E/ IB Note then that H = H i
and V=Vi for all i^Ilu
Note also that N(H>V) Is obtained from
(H>V)
M
by performing a finite series of (nonequivariant) surgeries of
type ({I}, {0}? pi9 q{)9 ie/l5 in which each type repeats %(G (F>y) /H)
times. Since L(H'V^ is the trace of this series of surgeries9 we see

Since xCL 0 ™) =x(^ lfflV) ), then S,s/1(-l)*' = 0. Considering inductively the same as above we see that 2;e/6( — l)qi = 0 for any b (l:g&:Sa).
This implies [Af] = [tf] in 5^Jf,[G].

D

Consider the following commutative diagram
0- »

I'
0

where ^b ^2 and ^3 are the obvious homomorphisms. Note that
and <p2 are well-defined by the preceding proposition
Proposition 38 7. (p2\^l\_G~\-^SKKn\_G}

^

is infective,

Proof. In the above diagram the two rows are exact and <p3 is
injectivCo Thus it suffices to prove the injectlvity of <plu Suppose that
[M]-[AGe/*[G] and [Af]-[#]=0 in /.[G],
Proposition 3.1
shows that ^(M (jff ' F) ) =x(N<H-v^ for any (//, F). By Corollary 2.7
this shows that [M] — [^V]=0 in /f[G]. Thus ^ is injective.
G
Corollary 2. 7, Proposition 3. 6 and
summarized as the following theorem.

Proposition 3S 7 are

now

Theorem 3e 8e Let M and N^Jfn\G\ be such that MH-l = <}> and
N = <p for any subgroup H of G, Then the following (i), (ii) and (iii)
are equivalent :
Htl

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

[M] = [AT| in
[M] = [7V] in
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V).

Notes. (1) The restriction MHtl = <j) is caused by the following
fact. Given a bounded compact manifold N^=<j> of dimension 2n —1>2,
then there exists a 2^-dimensional compact connected manifold L which
bounds N and has a prescribed Euler characteristic. If w = l, however
l(L) is at most 1.
(2) If 72 is even or if G is abelian, from what we noted above
Theorem 2.4, the restrictions MH>l = <f) and NH-l = <f) in Theorem 3.8
are not needed.
(3) In the case where G is of even order some different matters
happen. For example, gluing by antipodal involution yields new
fixed points, and the dimensions of fixed point sets are not congruent
moduloj2.
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